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Selected Articles: UK Elections: Corbyn or May?

By Global Research News
Global Research, June 05, 2017

The general election in the UK is due on Thursday, June 8. Apparently, a series of “terrorist”
attacks garnered attention not just domestically but more so internationally.  Are these
purported “terrorist” attacks part of a bigger political agenda? Read the insightful articles
below to gain perspective.

“We are now days away from one of the most important elections for decades,
with Jeremy Corbyn rapidly closing the poll gap between himself and May, and
the BBC, ITV News, Sky News and Channel 4 News are choosing not to tell the
British voting public that the Tory leader oversaw, and (necessarily) approved,
the withdrawing of terrorist control orders for known Jihadists in Manchester
that they might travel freely between that city and Libya and so aid the UK
government’s effort to overthrow Gaddafi.” (Alison Banville, 2017)

Theresa May’s Snap Election Gambit Looking Ill-Conceived

By Stephen Lendman, June 04, 2017

In mid-April, with a seemingly unbeatable 24-point lead over Labour in polls, May called for
June 8 snap elections, seeking a stronger mandate to pursue her agenda.

Days  ahead  of  voting,  her  strategy  appears  to  have  backfired.  Labour  narrowed  her  lead
significantly to 3% in a You Gov poll – with 42% support compared to Labour’s 39%.

London Bridge Attacks: Who Knew, Who Benefits the Most?

By Shawn Helton, June 04, 2017

London once again becomes a target of a purported terror event. This time, were told
multiple  attacks  have  occurred  simultaneously,  happening  less  than  two  weeks  after
Manchester’s known wolf arena bombing. Only time will tell if the latest attacks on London
Bridge and the Borough Market area, will  also turn out to be the work of  known wolf
terrorists watched by British security.
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UK Election: Theresa May or Jeremy Corbyn? The Unknown Factor in that YouGov Poll

By Graham Vanbergen, June 02, 2017

When Theresa May called a snap election two months after reiterating seven times in as
many months that she would not do so, there were seemingly good reasons behind it. Not
least, May was in a commanding 21 point lead ahead of Corbyn and she appeared at the
time to be the most solid politician to help negotiate a good Brexit deal for the country. In
addition, Labour was in the midst of an internal battle, driven by a more right-wing ‘Blairite’
agenda.

Keeping Secrets: Theresa May, Manchester and the Corporate Media

By Alison Banville, June 01, 2017

‘No intervention’ by our intelligence agencies, we now know, was not strictly true, of course,
because thanks to an explosive Middle East Eye article published last Thursday we see it
was exactly the kind of ‘intervention’ voters should have knowledge of before attempting to
judge how fit Theresa May is to run their country, especially in the context of the cynical and
corrosive Tory characterisation of Corbyn as a ‘terrorist sympathiser’.

Britain’s General Election 2017 – Peace Policies and Foreign Follies

By Political Concern, May 30, 2017

Theresa May supported each and every one of these military interventions. Jeremy Corbyn
opposed all of them. So whose judgment would you trust?

Terror in Britain: What Did the Prime Minister Know?

By John Pilger, May 31, 2017

The Manchester atrocity lifts the rock of British foreign policy to reveal its Faustian alliance
with extreme Islam, especially  the sect  known as Wahhabism or Salafism, whose principal
custodian  and  banker  is  the  oil  kingdom  of  Saudi  Arabia,  Britain’s  biggest  weapons
customer.

*     *     *
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Truth in media is a powerful instrument.

Global Research is a small team that believes in the power of information and analysis to
bring about far-reaching societal change including a world without war.

Consider Making a Donation to Global Research 
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